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2014 FEDERAL CANDIDATE SURVEY

Candidate Informotion

Office, State, District, Porty

Please return completed
surveys to:
campaign
Attn:

for liberty

Chris Younce

5211 Port Royal Rd., Suite 310
Springfield,

VA 22151

Fax: (703) 865,7549

,

Question

1

Will you cosponsor
bring transparency

2

Will you support

YES

(Please answer art Questions)
and support efforts for roll call votes on Ron Paul's Audit the Fed bill, designed
to the Federal Reserve (H.R. 241$. 209 in the 113111 Congress)?

legislation

removing

to

capital gains and sales taxes on gold and silver coinage?

Will you vote to oppose
carrying of firearms?

any legislation

4

Will you support

all foreign

5

Will you oppose

6

Do you support

7

Will you oppose
bosses?

8

Will you cosponsor legislation such as the American Sovereignty
Congress) to withdraw the U.S. from the United Nations?

9

Will you support legislation to shut down the Transportation
security back into private hands?

10

Will you oppose

using military

11

Will you support

and cast every vote for legislation

12

Will you oppose any legislation that will force online businesses to collect sales taxes and increase costs
on the American consumer, whether it is the so-called 'Marketplace
Fairness Act" or any other Internet
sales tax scheme?

13

Will you support legislation that would prevent the indefinite
ensure full Fifth Amendment
rights to due process?

,.

to prohibit

the sale, use, or

aid?

any debt limit increase?

X

and will you vote to protect states asserting
Big Labor's

Win you vote against

Card Check

their rights under the Tenth Amendment?

bill and any other legislation

action without

any budget that increases

designed

Restoration

Security

a declaration

to empower

union

Act (HR. 75 in the 1131~

Administration

Will you support efforts to end the NSA's unconstitutional

17

Will you oppose any legislation that requires
program, including mandatory E.Yerify?

of war?

detention

of American

citizens

X

and would

domestic

states and citizens

searches

and oppose

Patriot

spying program?

to participate

Will you oppose

20

Indicate the tax cuts you are willing to vote for: ~ Across-the-Board
~ Capital Gains Tax Cut ~ Business Tax Cut
Iil Estate Tax Cut

in a National

Identification

all tax increases?

_

Email Address:sapperfi@aol.com

Printed

Name:

Phone Number:

is a SOl(e)4 lobbying

claim to act as representatives

X

X

X
X

X

X

Signature:

for the actions

X

X

and warrantless

19

for Uberty

X

X

Will you support keeping our Internet free from government control and intrusion, including opposing
power grabs such as SOPA, CISPA, or any other bill that mandates more government intervention in the
Internet?

claims no responsibility

X

and place airport

our deficit?

16

Campaign

X
X

that will repeal or defund ObamaCare?

15

Candidate

X

X

Will you oppose federal power grabs like roving wiretaps
Act renewal that includes such items?

18

government

X

3

ending

that allows the federal

NO

X

organization

that neither

of groups of individuals

of Campaign

for Liberty without

••

Income Tax Cut
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2014 FEDERAL CANDIDATE SURVEY
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Office, State, District, Party

Mr. Richard Ojeda, II

US House

P.O. Box 624

State: WV

Holden, WV 25625

District: 3
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Question

1

Will you cosponsor and support efforts for roll call votes on Ron Paul's Audit the Fed bill, designed to
bring transparency to the Federal Reserve (H,R. 24/S, 209 in the 1131h Congress)?

2

Will you support legislation removing capital gains and sales taxes on gold and silver coinage?

3

Will you vote to oppose any legislation that allows the federal government to prohibit the sale, use, or
carrying of firearms?

V

4

Will you support ending all foreign aid?

5

Will you oppose any debt limit increase?

V
V

6

Do you support and will you vote to protect states asserting their rights under the Tenth Amendment?

7

Will you oppose Big Labor's Card Check bill and any other legislation designed to empower union
bosses?

(Please

answer

YES

all questions)

/'
-/

~

/
1h

/

8

Will you cosponsor legislation such as the American Sovereignty Restoration Act (H.R. 75 in the 113
Congress) to withdraw the U.S. from the United Nations?

9

Will you support legislation to shut down the Transportation
security back into private hands?

10

Will you oppose using military action without a declaration of war?

11

Will you support and cast every vote for legislation that will repeal or defund ObamaCare?

12

Will you oppose any legislation that will force online businesses to collect sales taxes and increase costs
on the American consumer, whether it is the so-called "Marketplace Fairness Act" or any other Internet
sales tax scheme?

-/

13

Will you support legislation that would prevent the indefinite detention of American citizens and would
ensure full Fifth Amendment rights to due process?

V

14

Will you vote against any budget that increases our deficit?

15

Will you oppose federal power grabs like roving wiretaps and warrantless searches and oppose Patriot
Act renewal that includes such items?

V

16

Will you support efforts to end the NSA's unconstitutional

V

17

Will you oppose any legislation that requires states and citizens to participate in a National Identification
program, including mandatory E-Verify?

18

Security Administration

and place airport

'V

./

domestic spying program?

Will you oppose all tax increases?

20

Indicate the tax cuts you are willing to vote for: ,,(Across-the-Board
o Capitai Gains Tax Cut 0 Business Tax Cut
o Estate Tax Cut

Printed Name:
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Email Address:

I

Iv"

Will you support keeping our Internet free from government control and intrusion, including opposing
power grabs such as SOPA, CISPA, or any other bill that mandates more government intervention in the
Internet?

Candidate Signature&".Jd
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Campaign for Liberty is a 501(c)4 lobbying organization that neither supports or opposes candidates for public office and
claims no responsibility for the actions of groups of individuals who use the Campaign for Liberty logo or name who may
claim to act as representatives of Campaign for Liberty without prior consent from Campaign for Liberty.

